Greetings,

As you are aware, some ePCR vendors have had challenges meeting the validation programming and reporting requirements of NYS EMS. It seems as though communication of these challenges may be variable.

NYS EMS has scheduled Webex Events with some of the ePCR software programs for this coming week to openly discuss these challenges and assure awareness of them. All agencies are asked to participate in these public webinars for transparency and so that a collaborative plan can be formulated amongst all parties to rectify these issues.

You are more than welcome to attend any / all of the scheduled meetings and hope that you will encourage your EMS agency leadership to attend the meetings and learn more about their software platform and what changes may have been implemented or will be shortly to adapt to the documentation standard change. We have invited the listed CEO of each EMS agency on record with the respective software platform and the ePCR contacts on record.
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Anyone wishing to register for the programs, may do so at the EMS Documentation Standard Briefings page at [https://meetny.webex.com/meetny/onstage/g.php?PRID=c8824c9b5101490b1c80f16cc87b5bf3](https://meetny.webex.com/meetny/onstage/g.php?PRID=c8824c9b5101490b1c80f16cc87b5bf3).

Zoll is not currently listed on this page as discussions regarding meeting date and time are still ongoing.

NOTE: If anyone missed the session covering the ePCR software they use there are recordings of the sessions at the web link shown above.

---

### NYS Volunteer Ambulance & Rescue Association’ Educational Conference and Trade Show

Saturday October 2, 2021, 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM.

14 fast paced virtual CME presentations by recognized subject matter experts.

Attend from the convenience of your home, office, station or wherever - no need to travel.

Click [HERE](https://meetny.webex.com/meetny/onstage/g.php?PRID=c8824c9b5101490b1c80f16cc87b5bf3) for links to conference information and registration.
The mission of NYSVARA is to educate, represent, promote and advocate for Volunteer and Community Based Emergency Medical Agencies and Responders throughout New York State.

To join NYSVARA click HERE.